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I returned to work after what turned out to be one of
the nicest vacations enjoyed during my years as a
post-college adult. After two weeks in which I’d put in
nearly 60 miles of running and gotten to do fun things
like take my daughter to her first major league
baseball game, it was time to return to my regularly
scheduled life. There was a slight pep in my step
and a renewed sense of eagerness to contribute.
The good will lasted for minutes and I basked in the
confidence of a great tan and plenty of sleep.
Walking into the boss’s office, our tiny bullpen of
activity, I heard a coworker say breathlessly over my
shoulder “Thank God you’re back.” So went the
vacation high. A person can take scant pleasure in
being needed when the rest of the staff falls all over

themselves for several weeks at a time. Such is life. I’m glad to have work and can’t wait to see
where it leads. What I doubt, however, is that my particular company will join the 1% of U.S.
employers who offer unlimited paid vacation time. Yes, I said it. There is a national move to at least
look at giving people as much time as they need and paying them for it.

National Public Radio, who is out ahead of these stories much of the time lately, ran a Jennifer
Ludden story for All Things Considered yesterday (Unlimited Vacation Time Not A Dream For
Some, 8/12/10) on the concept of businesses giving employees all the time off they needed. This
leads the mind to wander, even before reading the piece which details small business vacation
concepts as well as the policy in place for a decade at Netflix.  For instance, I could easily imagine
just buying season sports tickets traveling around with a ball club like some Deadhead. Maybe I
could just take Perillo tours and go around the world repeating “It’s me, Mario Perillo, enjoying the
wonders of Italy. Better yet, I could just have a headache. How many times have I fought off a
migraine for six hours in an effort to keep going? Too many to count over the past 15 years. Ah, but
the reality is that there is no such thing as the unlimited vacation unless one is wealthy enough not to
need actual employment. For starters, the practice only works in white-collar professions. If your job
involves anything that has to perpetually be kept operating, any shift work, unlimited vacation isn’t
practical. I’d hope that ambulance companies never adopt the practice. If all the dedicated men and
women at the sewage treatment plant go on unlimited paid leave, we’re in for deep trouble.

In the end, maybe a hybrid form of unlimited leave will become common place. What I’ve learned
when family members have been seriously ill, or watched co-workers struggle with the same
personal crisis, is that it’s heartbreaking (and unproductive) to be trying to work when a person
should be at the side of a loved one. Hopefully someday the American workplace will be one in
which employers don’t have to roll their eyes every time a worker needs a few days to recharge after
putting in hours faithfully and without hesitation. Just like the shorter work week, this idea will slip
away. If lottery winner horror stories have taught us anything, it’s that work is the safest place to be.
Onward and Upward.
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